Meeting on 11/8/17

Call to Order:

By Whom: Nan Webb Time: 7:04

Opening Prayer: Let us always remember we are in the presence of God....

Saint John Paul II...Pray for us.

Saint John De La Baptist...Pray for us

Live Jesus in our hearts...forever

By Whom: Mr. Bernot

Roll Call:

Did you sign in? If not, please sign on your way out!

Did you get a name tag? YES!

Treasurer’s Report:

By Whom: Amy Mollica

Status: Christmas Fund raising? Fund raising starts right after Thanksgiving!

Amy reported the campus store fund has $8966.02.

The Christmas fund has $1229.38.

The Christmas Collection Letter (to raise money for the staff Christmas bonus) will go out in the next two weeks.

Committee Reports:
Freshman Class: How did the 11/2 retreat go? We needed more breakfast food and some students needed gluten free food but other than those two hiccups, all went well and the students seemed involved and interested in the presentations. Report by Angel Wingeier.

Sophomore Class: The sophomore won the hallway decoration competition for Homecoming! Report by Jan McMahon.

Junior Class: Nothing new to report

Senior Class: No rep in attendance

Campus store: Need for additional volunteers? Christina Garbolosa asked for volunteers to help with the store. Fingerprinting is required.

Hospitality: We discussed the next luncheon, the Christmas Luncheon and we believe the date will be either 12/19 or 12/20.

POPS & Spiritual Life: POPS meets on Tuesday at 7:30am in the Chapel, room 101.

Angel Program: Sent email to Cathy Hosn to attend and discuss. Cathy was delayed at work and unable to make the meeting. We discussed the fundraiser with the parents present.

School Spirit: Victoria Pizzi is working as Spirit Club representative for Parent Association. She asked for footballs(done) for the pep rally and worked on homecoming signs with the club. The club moderator is now Tara Taylor ttaylor@sjpii.net. The next pep rally is tentatively scheduled for 2/2/18. We discussed the Kendra Scott fundraiser and perhaps Spirit Club taking that on for next year. She has already followed up with Coach Taylor.

Dad’s Club: Meeting will be Thursday after drop off at 7:45. Dad’s club worked the Alumni BBQ and served 127 tickets! They have 12-15 regular attending members. They are working to add a mass to their Dad’s Club agenda in the morning (7:00am). They are having Andrew Bolger as a guest speaker at the next meeting. Reporting by Lee Wingeier.

OLD BUSINESS FROM FIRST MEETING:

1. Teacher’s lounge renovation complete? MICHELLE SOUS- We have cabinets and C. Figueira has donated the conference table and chairs. Lisa Denoto may be able to help with countertops. – Update: Chairs have arrived, table being delivered. Update: Kim Notaris advised both chairs and table have been delivered. A former student, Vince Connors, is now building the cabinets. They will be white. Kim is continuing to follow up with Lisa Denoto and others on the granite donation. We still need Frig (Hugo Nunez?), couch, 4 chairs, table, toaster oven, coffee maker, artwork (Dorothy Kaiser may have a lead?). 3/8/17 UPDATE: planning on spring break reno date. If no granite donation, we will use other countertop. Thanks to Gerry Fallon for putting us in touch with Morningday Resource Solutions. Demo will begin on 3/17, Kim Notoris is sending a plumber, Nelson will remove the cabinets. We will hire an installed and buy cabinets off the shelf at Home
Depot. After the meeting several people followed into the teachers lounge to discuss the design. Neisy Nunez, a designer, offered suggestions. Hugo Nunez offered to donate a flat TV, Susan Wormsley offered to donate a coffee maker. Update 3/10 IT'S DONE!!! We would like to get a couch donation (preferable black leather with recliners built in), a Keurig machine, and maybe a toaster oven. Thank you to: Hugo and Neisey Nunez (paint, TV and TV mount), Cris Figuiera (conference table and chairs), Dorothy Kaiser (artwork), Julie Vianale (countertops), Cristine Garbolosa (frames), Kim Notaris (plumbing/sink/faucet). We also sent out a wish list and have received: 2 toaster ovens from Doreen Engelhardt and Melissa Babey, as well as a Kuerig Machine with Kcups from Ann Marie Chiste. We will continue our efforts to replace the coach. WE WISH TO BUY A COUCH WITH OUR FUNDS THIS YEAR TO COMPLETE THIS PROJECT! The group agreed to purchase of black leather couch with to recliners on each end. Estimated cost $500 - 800 UPDATE: Have shopped but no couch yet.... UPDATE: We finally have the couch. Lynn University donated a black leather couch and matching chair which is now in the teacher’s lounge. After the January meeting, this topic will be removed from Old Business! THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO HELPED THIS PROJECT TO ITS COMPLETION!

2. Permanent Signs for the Parking Lot: Update: one parent donated “yard sale signs” for now until permanent signs are made. UPDATE: Diocese is currently reviewing signage, we need to wait until we have their input to create permanent signage. DISCUSSION: should paying for signage be a Parent Association project. Discussion on the design, cost and installation of sign. Lisa O. of Development will research signs and present information at future meeting including a potential “mock up” of entrance sign. Estimated cost $1,600. If the balance of the signs to be completed by the school are not to be purchased and installed until next year the Parent Assn. will move forward with another project. Update: We have pictures and a mock up of the sign for the meeting! **Additional projects for consideration is to add more/better student seating outside the Spirit Store or pay for field trips for teacher’s to learn La Sallian way?** UPDATE: We voted to go with the sign project for this year. Due to increased pricing we will only be able to donate the main entrance sign. The price for the version we liked is now between $1800 and 1900 not including install. Cathy and Amy confirmed the money was available (now that we don’t have to pay for a new couch in the teacher’s lounge). Next year we can consider the additional projects mentioned, more motivation signs or something new. This section will remain in Old Business until installation.

3. We need officers in training for P.A. We would like to try “co-officers”. **We will be discussing a shake up for next year at the January meeting.**

4. Kendra Scott: Fund Raiser in fall before holidays? Dates available are 12/12, 12/15, 12/9, 12/10! Update: We have a committee: Mary Ordoyne, Nancy Ludwig and Carmen Vantu. We are trying to secure the 12/12/ date. Update: We have requested an email invitation be sent to all SJPII families. The event will be on 12/12 from 5-8pm at the Mizner Park location of Kendra Scott Jewelers. This section will remain in Old Business until complete.

5. Homecoming recap: Reviewed duties of each class for Homecoming. Hall of Fame alumni Ms. J. Mulhall. Ms. Tara Taylor is contact for parent reps. Update: We discussed moderators role in the Homecoming prep process. Mr. Bernot spoke about some additional training to be given for new moderators. Volunteers did a lot of work for Homecoming. We need to get the kids
involved not just the parent volunteers. Mr. Bernot thanked everyone who helped with Homecoming and pointed out Angel Wingeier for her efforts. Thank you to everyone who helped with Homecoming. This section can be removed from Old Business before the next meeting.

Other New Business:

**Clay Shoot, reduced pricing available, 11/10 8:30 to 1:30 @ Quail Creek Plantation. No cabins are available at this time but you can still shoot if you drive up the day of (?).** This event has passed and does not need to be addressed in Old Business at the next meeting.

**It’s a Wonderful Fun Run 12/16.** We need to follow up at the next meeting on how this went and thank Kim Notoris for all her hard work

**Replacing plastic chains with real chains in parking lot-** We discussed the plastic chains in the parking lot, apparently we cannot use real chains due to codes for the passing through of emergency vehicles. The administration will look at alternatives. This section will move to Old Business for the next meeting.

**Service hours (at least 15 hours) are due by 12/8.** There was a question about service hours not being listed in RENWEB (from Mary Ordoyne). This will need to be addressed and followed up on for next meeting. An email was sent to Sheila Garcia asking for direction and help. This item should be added to Old Business for the next meeting.

**Faculty & Staff Reports: (Mr. Bernot)**

**Spirit Award:** Congratulations Tim Silk and Barbara Harbin!

**La Sallian Satus:** 2/21, we are not officially publicizing the date of our change in status to LaSallian school but it appears it may be around 2/21. We passed around the Open House flyer for all to see and discussed the fact that we will be the only La Sallian School in the state of Florida.

Conference Night: 11/30. After delays caused by Hurricane Irma, the conference night has been rescheduled for 11/30. This information was sent out on the Eblast already. The conferences will take place from 6-8 pm.

**Calendar:** We quickly reviewed the school calendar for the next two months up to the next meeting. The next parent meeting is the day after the students return to school.

This rest of the year’s Parent Association Meetings are tentatively schedule: 1/10/18, 3/14/18, 5/9/18.

**Next Meeting Date & Time:** 1/10/17 @ 7pm in the Media Center

**Roll Call:** Sign out if you forgot to sign in!

**Closing Prayer:** Mr. Bernot ** Meeting Adjourned Time:** 7:59 pm